
FILE SYSTEM   :The information in the computer is stored in files. If these 

files are kept in one place on the disk, it is not only inconvenient to manage but 

also takes longer for DOS to refer to a particular file or group of files. Keeping 

the files in their related groups i.e. in directories, make the working easy for the 

user & faster for DOS. Thus the files need to be grouped into directories. The 

ROOT dir. Is the first level directory that is automatically created at the time 

disk is initialized through formatting & is represented by backslash (\). The files 

can be stored in the root directory itself or may be stored in the second level sub 

directories which can be created in the root directory as per need by issuing 

appropriate MS-DOS command. The directory structure is TREE structured in  

MS-DOS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MS-DOS  Commands : MSDOS work through a set of commands. MS-

DosOperating System in fact, consists of three files namely IO.SYS, 

MSDOS.SYS and COMMAND.COM. Generally the first two are hidden files 

and are not visible in the root directory. It is the third file, Command.com file 

also known as COMMAND INTERPRETER which contains a list of VALID 

MSDOS Commands. 

There are Two Types of  MS DOS Commands .  

One set of commands that is always loaded in the memory is called 

INTERNAL COMMANDS. 

The other set that resides on the disk is know as EXTERNAL COMMANDS. 

 

(1) Internal command :- It is always loaded in the memory for ex : DATE, 

TIME, MD ,CD,  RD, DIR,COPY, PATH, VOL. 

(2) External command :- They are the Dos Command for which the 

instructions are available has the file on the disk. That is the commands, 

which are known to DOS but not fully, present in the system for e.g.. 

FORMAT, LABEL, DELTREE 

ROOT Sub Dir A 

Sub Dir B 

Sub Dir C 



 

INTERNAL COMMAND 

(1) MKDIR OR MD  :-  To create a new dir or a sub dir on the specify disk or 

in specify dir.   

MD [path] 

Exa : C :\> MD LEVAL1      

It will create dir LEVEL1 in drive C :\> 

 

(2) CD/CHDIR -  Change the directory to the specified directory from the 

current directory or it displays the current directory.   

 

(3) RD/RMIDR - To remove a sub-directory from the specified directory 

system, MSDOS command ‘ rmdir’ or ‘rd’ is used, provided the directory is 

empty.  

RMDIR[ d:]path    or     RD[d :]path  

 

Example : d:\> rd abc  

It will remove directory abc from D: directory. 

 

(4) DIR : To display on the monitor screen , a list of files or directories 

contained on the specified drive. 

DIR [d:] [path]  

Example : A> dir  c:  Display all entries on the specified drive C. 

 

(5) COPY : This Command is used to copy directory. 



Example : D:> copy a.txt b.txt 

 

(6) PATH :  

Path is used to specify the location where MS-DOS looks when using a 

command.  

Examples  path=c:\windows\command 

EXTERNAL COMMANDS :- 

 

1. FORMAT : Formats a disk any disk or diskette can be used on MSDOS 

system if it is Formatted or initialized as per the required 

track/sector/segment structure of MSDOS system. 

2. LABEL : Creates, Changes or deletes a volume label on a disk 

LABEL  [ <d:>] [ volume label] 

label a: mydisk 

3. VOL :  Displays the volume information about the designated drive. 

VOL [drive:] 

Examples  vol c: 

Display the volume of drive c: as shown in the below example. 

Volume in drive C has no label. 

Volume Serial Number is 1C24-AB20 

4. DELTREE  : Short for delete tree, deltree is a command used to 

deletefiles and directories permanently from the computer. 

Examples    deltree c:\abc  

Deletes the abc directory and everything in it. 

 

 

 

http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/delete.htm
http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/delete.htm
http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/director.htm


 

 

Shortcut keys 

1. To open the My computer =  windows+ E 

2. To shutdown = ALT+F4 

3. Copy = CTRL+C 

4. Paste = CTRL +V 

5. Undo = CTRL+Z 

6. Cut = CTRL +X 

7. Spelling and grammer check = Fn+F7 or only F7 

8. To find and replace = Fn+F5 or only F5 

9. Alignment- Left = CTRL+L, Centre = CTRL+E , Right = CTRL +R, 

Justify = CTRL+J 

10. Save = CTRL+S 

11. Select all = CTRL +A 

12.  Print = CTRL+P 

13. Warm booting = ALT+CTRL+DELETE 

 

 

 

 


